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INTRODUCTION

International trade liberalization and its associatedeffects on environmental protection is a controversial topic that has implications for every
country and person on this planet. The international push for freer trade is
continuing to affect the way that goods and services are produced and
conswned around the world, and not ~'ithout significant environmental
implications. As the figurative size of the world shrinks, trade liberalization and environmental protection must be integrated, and effective and
re5JX>nsible
JX>licyfonnulated to ensure that the planet is economically
and environmentally sustainablefor centuriesto come.
This paper will approach the topic of free trade and the environment
in three sections.The first will addressthe environmental benefits of freer
trade, examining the positive effects that the dismantling of barriers to
trade can have on the environment. The secondsection will then address
the environmental costs of freer trade, looking at instanceswhere trade
liberalization can either directly or indirectly encourageenvironmental
degradation while preventing JX>SSibilities
for environmental improvement. The economic nature of thesecosts will also be examined in terms
of JX>sitiveand negative externalities. The final section will look at how
to maximize the environmental benefits and minimize the environmental
costs of freer trade. The ~blems with the current international trading
system will be addressedwith referenceto the World Trade Organization
(WTO). The inadequacy of protectionist measuresto deal with these
problemswill be examinedand the imJX>r1aoce
of global environmental
governanceto fill the national and sub-nationalgap in environmental JX>Iicy will also be addressed.Emphasis is placed on global trade and the
WTO, not on regional trading blocks suchasthe one establishedunderthe
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA); ho~ever. the general
principles are applicable to trade JX>licyin any context. The goal is to outline a realistic and workable solution that can provide tor a healthy global economy and environment.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT.o\L Bf:.~EFITS OF FREER TRADE

Freer trade can have many positive effects on the environment. When
balTiersto trade are eliminated. the resulting shifts in production and the
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potential for higher living standardsdo not only have economic benefits,
but they have environmental ones as well. The two major environmental
benefits from trade that will be addressedhere are the increasedatfordability of environmental protection resulting from higher national
incomes and the increasedenvironmental efficiency of production.
Increasing National Income and Affordable Environmental Protection
The economic benefits of free trade have been well docwnented and
are well known to economists. By exercising their comparative advantages and producing for a world market, countries can increase their
national incomes as they reap the gains from trade. But along with this,
there is the potential for environmental benefits as well. As countries
become richer, particularly the lessdevelopedcountries (LDCs), they can
afford more environmental protection. This is becauseonce people have
their needsmet, they can then turn their attention to environmental issues
with the resourcesto help deal with theseproblems.
There is a wide variety of literature that supports this notion. The
Economist has stated that trade may be one of the best ways to improve
environmental quality emphasizingthat trade provides countries with the
means to pay for a cleaner environment.' The renowned World
Commission on Environment and Development stressedthat growth is
one of the essentialprerequisitesto environmental protection and a sustainable future because "poverty reduces people's capacity to use
resourcesin a sustainablernanner.,,2Data can also be found in many sectors that indicate higher environmental standards in countries that can
afford to pay for them. For every tonne of copper that is produced, 12
times more sulphur dioxide is emitted from smelters in Chile than from
those in the United Statesdue to the legal requirement of pollution control technology in American smelting operations.3 Emissions of sulphur
oxides, particulatesand lead all decreasewith rising gross domestic product (GDP).4
Another very important considerationis that population growth tends
to decreasewith wealth. The environmental impacts of the current exponential increase in population are staggering as more people put more
strain on the global ecosystem. The net costs of one extra person on the
planet for today's society is close to zero; however, if consideredeight or
1."Why Greens Shoukllove Trade." The Economist (October 9th-15th, 1999), 17.
2. World Comission on Environment and Developnent. Our Comma" FU1~. (Toronto: Oxord
University ~s
1987).49.
3. Nick Middleton. Globel Casino. 3ro ed. (New York: Oxford University Press Inc. I 996),
275.
4. Jan S. Hogendom. Ecooomic Development, 3ro cd. (New York: Harper Collins Collep
Publishers Inc. 1996).572.
5. Jocelyn Kaiser. "Population Growing Pains," Science vol. 279 (27 February 1998), 13CW.
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so generationsdown the road, the costs skyrocket to $2500 in the developing countries and $100,000 in the richer nations.5
There are, however, environmental problems that are aggravatedby
increasing wealth. Some specific examples that are particularly relevant
considering the current concern about climate changeare increasingenergy consumption and carbon emissions.6 The important general principle
that applies to a wide variety of sectors is that overall consumption
increaseswith wealth. The ecological footprint of wealthier individuals is
much larger than those who have less income. The householdwith a two
car garage and a sport utility vehicle is indicative of a consumption level
that is much more environmentally harmful that a modest dwelling with
a bicycle outside. Alleviating poverty has significant environmental benefits, but creating a mass-consumptionculture does not.
Environmentally Efficient Production
One of the less emphasizedbut very important environmental benefits of freer trade is the ability of a global production system to produce
goods in a more environmentally efficient manner. This is where the
removal of trade barriers results in production that takes place in a manner that consumesthe least amount of resourcesand results in the least
amount of environmental damageper unit of output. The economic inefficiencies that result from barriers to trade are well known, but there are
also significant environmental inefficiencies that can exist as well.
One of the best examples of this comes from the agriculture sector.
The barriers to trade in this sector are secondto none, with the European
Union, Japanand the United Statesusing protectionist tactics to promote
their domestic industries.Agriculture also hasa very significant impact on
the environment as approximately one sixth of the world's biologically
productive terrestrial area is crop land, and the area used as pasture for
livestock is much greater.7The chemically intensive (pesticide, and particularly fertilizer) agricultural production that is taking place in Japan,
Europe and to a certain degreethe United Statesis environmentally inefficient becauseit consumesmore resourcesand produces more pollution
than production in many LDCs that have a comparativeadvantagein agriculture. Hogendorn (1996) has emphasizedthis point citing the heavily
protectedJapaneseand Europeanagricultural sectorsthat use "extraordinary" amounts of fertilizer.8 Middleton discusses the link that exists
between modem fanning techniques and the rapid increase in chemical
6. Jan S. Hogendorn. Economic Development, 3rd ed. (New York: Harper Collins College
Publishers Inc. 1996),578.
7. Nick Middleton. Global Casino, 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford University Prt5S Inc,I9%),
177.
8. Jan S. Hogendorn, Economic Development. 3rd ed. (New York: Harper Collins College
Publishers Inc. 1996).592.
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fertilizers, a trend which is highlighted by some of the numbers that he
cites for kilograms of fertilizer used per hectareper year in certain countries: Netherlands: 582, the United Kingdom: 288, the United States:63,
China: 24, Mexico: 15, Nigeria: 0.9 If there were freer trade in agricultural goods, production could shift to countries that would not use so much
fertilizer resulting in significant environmental as well as economic benefits.
There are numerous other sectors where freer trade could result in
greater environmental efficiency in production. Mining, forestry, manufacturing, processing,energy production and many other sectorsall have
significant environmental impacts, however, these impacts will vary from
one place to another. For example, clearcutting will have very different
impacts in different kinds of forest and setting up a factory in one environment will have very different impacts than in another.It has beenstated in The Economist that there is significant room for progressiveaction
by eliminating the environmentally hannful subsidiesin the fanning, fishing and fossil fuel sectors.IO With freer trade, production can take place
along the lines of ' 'environmental comparative advantage"as well as economic comparative advantage,resulting in a greenerplanet overall as the
environmental efficiency of production increases.
Another important consideration that has a great deal to do with the
concept of environmentally efficient production is the global transportation of goods. Trade barriers are a significant impediment to countries
(particularly LOCs) adding value to their raw materials.I I This meansthat
large quantities of raw material must be shipped from their extraction sites
to other countrieswhere they can be processed,consuming a great deal of
energy and producing pollution. Removing trade barriers that inhibit the
addition of value locally would thus have significant environmental benefits. There is, however, the problem of freer trade resulting in more global transportationof goods overall with increasedenergy consumption and
pollution.
III. THE ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS OF TRADE

There are also important environmental costs associatedwith freer
trade. Most of thesecosts are a reflection of the impactsthat trade liberalization has on the ability of countries to protect their environment These
costs will be addressedin terms of what is often referred to as the "envi9. Nick Middleton. Global Casino.. 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press 1IN:.1996),
179.
"Embracing Greenery," The Economist (October 9th-15th, 1999).89-90.
Nick Middleton. Global Casino, 3rd cd. (New York: Oxford University ~s

19.
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ronmental race to the bottom" and the detrimental effects of global trade
agreementson the environmental sovereignty of nation states.
The Race to the Bottom
The race to the bottom refers to the notion that corporations that are
internationally mobile can use freer trade to produce their goods in countries with lax environmental standardsto minimize costs and then ship
these products to the countries with higher environmental standardsfor
consumption. This means that countries with high environmental standards cannot be competitive in the global economy resulting in a "race to
the bottom" where countries lower environmental standardsin order to
remain competitive. This problem is of particular concern as international trade agreementslump developednationswhich can afford higher environmental standardsin with LOCs which usually have lower environmental standards.
There is, however, evidence indicating that a race to lower environmental standardsd~s not exist; current instanceswhere corporationsflee
to the LOCs are a result of other factors, principally the abundanceof
cheap labour.A recent study on trade and the environment commissioned
by the WTO statedthat while there are a few exceptions:"polluting industries are not migrating from developed to developing countries to reduce
environmental compliance costs" and that "environmental regulationsare
at most of secondary importance for international investment decisions."12This same study then goes on to contend that labour-intensive
industries that are actually less polluting on average are the ones which
are migrating to the LOCs.
The reasonthat the hypothesizedrace to the bottom is not obvious is
becausethe environmental standardsthat currently exist in most of the
developedworld do not imposeany significant costson firms. Hogendorn
statesthat pollution abatementcosts for the average firm in the United
Statesare 0.5 percent of output and three percent for the dirtiest industries.13 The Economist statesthat the most polluting industries spendtwo
percentof their revenueson pollution abatement14Thesecosts meanthat
other factors will be considered well before environmental standards
when firms are deciding where to locate.
Nevertheless, arguing that trade liberalization is environmentally
benign and will continue as such due to the lack of the raceto the bottom~
12. HAkan Nordstrom and Scott Vaughan "WTO repon: the need for environmental cooperation." Online mimeaograph. http://~"Ww. wto.orgienglish/tratop _e/envirefstud99_e.htm (Retrieved 18 January 2001).
13. Jan S. Hogendom. Economic Development, 3rd ed. (New York: Harper Collins College
Publis~
IIX. 1996),578.

14. "Why GreensShould love Trade," The Economist(October9th-15th, 1999),17.
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ignores some important environmental realities. Sooner or later, environmental standardswill have to be establishedthat do impose significant
costs on firms in order to deal with the serious nature of environmental
problems that are only worsening as time goes on. Free trade may not be
environmental degradation,but there is a distinct possibility that it is hindering countries from making any improvements. The WTO acknowledgesthis, stating that while there is little evidenceto suggesta raceto the
bottom, "environmental measures are sometimes defeated because of
concerns about competitiveness.,'15It is always difficult to predict what
will occur in the future, but depending on how current environmental
problems such as climate change and water shortages affect different
regions, there is a distinct possibility'that countrieswill react differently to
emerging environmental difficulties. Freer trade may delay or inhibit
nations from imposing meaningful environmental standardsin the future.
While it is difficult to measurewhat governmentsare not doing, it is likely that current environmental inaction is partly a result of the fear of
becoming uncompetitive in the global economy.
TradeLiberalization and the Environmental Sovereigntyof Nation States
There are many ways that freer trade can affect the "environmental
sovereignty" of nation statesby limiting their ability to protect the environment. As opposedto the race to the bottom, which refers to countries
avoiding environmental standardsto remain competitive, the concept of
losing environmental sovereignty entails regulations or environmental
initiatives that are actually "illegal" becausethey are consideredto constitute barriers to trade. Losing environmental sovereignty has resulted in
some of the most controversial and highly publicized trade disputes.
One of the most famous of these disputes involved American trade
policy as it relatedto dolphin safetuna. In 1991,the United Statesbanned
tuna imports from countries that allow large scale driftnet fishing, which
results in the death of large numbers of dolphins. The fishermen of
Mexico were practising driftnet fishing, so the Mexican government disputed this law under the GeneralAgreementon Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
and was successful. This case was of particular importance becauseit
establishedthe principle that countries cannot create laws that apply to
production practicesin other countries.What resultedwas the labelling of
dolphin safe tuna.16
There are many other exampleswhere environmental initiatives have
been found to be or are being argued as illegal barriers to trade. There
15. Hakan Nordstrom and Scott Vaughan "WTO report: the need for environmental cooperation." Online mimeograph. Available at; http://w\\w.wto.org/english/tratope/envir _e/stud99_e.htm (Retrieved 18 January 200 I).
16. Jan S. Hogendorn. Economic Development, 3rd ed. (New York: Harper Collins College
Publishers Inc. 1996).591.
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have been severalcasesinvolving countries(Canada.Denmark and
GenT1any)that have implemented environmental taxes on one of either
cans or plastic bottles or glass bottles without taxing the others in a similar f~hion. It has been successfully argued that this type of taxation violatestrade rules becauseadvantagesare given to certain producersand not
to all producers.l? When the United States tried to implement the
Cof}X)rateAverage Fuel Economy (CAFE) that taxed aU vehicle fleets
averaging less than 27.5 miles per gallon, it was argued that such an initiative was protectionist becauseto do so would have disadvantagedcertain European car manufacturers who produce less fuel efficient cars.IS
Other examples of environmental initiatives that have beenjeopardized
by freer trade include car recycling measures in GenT1any(argued to
unfairly disadvantagecertain producers) and trade restrictions between
Canadaand the United Statesto addressdwindling fish stocks (found to
be illegal becauseof a lack of correspondingdomestic restrictions).19
Another interesting way in which many people believe that trade liberalization affects the environmental sovereignty of nation states is by
promoting or reinforcing the dominance of the largest multinational corporations at the expenseof the environment. Fifty-one of the world's top
100economiesare cof}X)rationsand not countries.20This results in a huge
concentrationof lobbying power in the handsof a few glomi corporations
that can greatly influence the actions of national and sub-nationalgovernments. Considering that environmental initiatives often impose costs on
finT1s,this lobbying power can be used to hinder these initiatives. This
issue is also of particular concern considering that clausesin certain trade
agreementsallow cof}X)rationsto sue foreign governmentsif they believe
that foreign environmental initiatives are interfering with free trade?'
While the problems of global corporate power have to do with a lot more
thanjust trade and it is hard to imagine that thesecorporationswould vanish in the absenceof trade agreements,current trade liberalization practices may be reinforcing the power of these multinationals. Considering
that 70 percent of world trade is controlled by 500 corporations,22these
argumentsdeserveserious attention.
The Economic Nature of the Environmental Costs of Trade
The environmental costs of tnkJe liberalization can be understoodin
tenT1Sof the enlargement of negative externalities and the limitation of
1 '.ibid., 589-590.

~

-

-

18.ibid.. 589-S90.
19. Jan S. Hogendom, Economic Development. 3rd ed. (New York: Harper Collins College

Publistx:rs
Inc. 1996). 589-5CX1.
20. "11Ie Great Divide,w Ecologist 3~3) (May 2000), 19.
21. Naomi Klein. wDemocracy, when you least expect it. w Globe and Mail, 28 Febnlary 200 I
A13.
22. wThe Great Divide,w Ecologist 3~3) (May 2000), 19.
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positive externalities, or the limitation of the production of environmental
well-being. The current international trading systemexpandsthe environmental externality by integrating economies and limiting the ability of
countriesto protect the environment without creating correspondinginternational regulations. A framework that is capable of accounting for the
full costsand benefits of trade liberalization measuresdoesnot exist in the
current system. Hence the negative externality (i.e. environmental degradation) is being perpetuatedin an international market that lacks the ability to consider the environment in the production, consumption and of
course the price of internationally traded goods and services.
The international market is also restricting the production of environmental well-being; a positive externality that is frustratedby trade liberalization without environmental consideration.This occurs for a couple of
reasons.Firstly, environmental protection often has benefits for the planet as a whole that reach well beyond the borders of nation states.Hence,
there is an incentive to free ride on the environmental protection of other
countries becauseit is impossible in many instancesfor one nation to capture all or even most of the benefits of a cleaner environment. Alpay uses
the example of ozone layer depletion}3 If a single country incurs the costs
associated with limiting the production of ozone depleting gassesand
changing to alternative technology and production systems,the benefits
are global and hencethere is a tendencyto free ride as thesebenefits cannot be captured by the nation actually responsiblefor limiting the ozone
depletion. This holds true unless coordinated international initiatives are
taken.
Secondly,while certain environmental measuresdo not yield significant international benefits,the domestic environmental benefitsthat occur
are often not accruedin the short run, while there often exists many shortrun costs. For example, closing down pollution intensive factories on a
lake will result in immediate economic costs in terms of the loss of jobs
and output, whereasthe lake will most likely not be cleaner,and a fishery
re-established,for several years to come. In a competitive global economy, the coststhat are incurred in the short run may result in a country losing too much national income, too much of a market share or losing the
technical ability to produce the goods at a low competitive cost, hence
making the long-run benefits much easierto discount.
IV. MAXIMIZING BENEFITSAND MINIMIZING COSTS
The Problems with the Current International

Trade System and the WTO

The current international trade system cannot be pegged as directly

responsible for env~~ntal
-

hann; but what it is not currently doin~

23. Savas Alpay, "Does trade always harm the global environment? A case for positive interaction," Oxford Economic Papers 52 (2000), 272.
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helping the quality of the environment. When considering the environmental costsand benefits, it becomesclear that freer trade in terms of less
emphasison production and conswnption that takes place.along artificial
lines drawn by humankind (borders) is in essencea good thing for the
environment. Goods can be produced in a more environmentally efficient
manner while the resulting poverty alleviation helps to control population
growth and to make environmental protection more affordable. The negative aspectsare tied to the way d1attrade liberalization is taking place.
Freer trade is currently ooing a great deal to establish a global economy,
but very little is being done to establish a global environment. Tmde liberalization is aff~ting the ability of nations to protect their environment
by making certain initiatives illegal and it is playing a role in inhibiting
individual nation statesfrom taking environmental action in a competitive
global economy. It is also reinforcing the concentration of power with a
few multinational corpomtions. This is creating an environmental policy
vacuum as the ability of nation statesto protect the environment is being
limited even further. Creating this vacuwn in the name of freer trade does
not have to be a negative thing, as long as something is there to fill it.
Currently, it is not being filled, and that is where the real problem lies.
The WTO has made it very clear that it is not in the businessof environmental protection. It admits that it does not have any specific agreements that addressthe environment and then goeson to statethat when an
issue is not covered by an environmental agreement, then WTO rules
apply.24 This essentially means that the environment lies outside the
domain of the WTO, despite the fact that its rules have significant environmental implications and that theserules can strike down environmental initiatives at the national or sub-nationallevel as barriers to trade without establishing any con'eSpondinginternational ones. Therefore, trade
liberalization is taking place in a manner that promotesthe global economy without adequatelyaccounting for the global environment.
This approachservesto expandthe environmental externality by creating an international market d1atdoesnot accountfor environmentalconsidemtions.While measuresthat seekto penalizeemission intensive vehicles, or encoumge recycling of bottles or cans, or promote vehicle recycling, or protect oolphins or other aquatic life are consideredillegal barrie~ to trade (see above), there are no correspondingglobal measuresthat
fill the vacuum in environmental policy that is createdwhen thesenational or sub-national initiatives are frustrated.This is not to say that environmental regulation of any type should be allowed even if it unfairly intlu24. Work! Trade Organization. "Beyond the Agreements: The Environment-A New High
Profile." Online document. <hllp:/!www.~o.org/english/the~o_e!whatis_e/tif_e/bey4e.htm> (Retrieved 13 January 2001).
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ences trading practices, but if national or sub-national measures are
impeded,than there must be inter-regional or ideally global measuresthat
replace them.
Protectionism is not the Answer
In the face of increasing trade liberalization and the role that it can
play in the aggravation of environmental problems, many groups and
individuals have respondedin a protectionist or nationalistic manner that
emphasizesresisting or destroying the forces of globalization. The recent
Canadian federal election shed some light on one of the strongestcritics
of freer trade. The Green Party of Canada,a political party with significant ties to the environmental movement, went as far as to call for the
abrogation ofNAFTA and the dismantling of the WTO}5 There are many
other organizations and individuals with environmental concerns that
sharethis view on freer trade. This approachis certainly unrealistic if not
undesirable.It ignores the environmental benefits of freer trade but perhaps more importantly, it ignoresthe dimensions and power of globalization. In 1999, the American dollar value of world merchandiseexports
was US$ 5.47 trillion (up 3.5 per cent from the previous year) and the
prices of internationally traded goods decreasedby 1.5 per cent, according to the WTO}6 There are many individuals and businessesthat are
reaping the gains from trade as companies both large and small are buying and selling products around the world. Modem transportation.
telecommunications and information technology, perhaps most notably
the Internet, is shrinking the world and allowing a greaternumber of producersto participate in the global economy. Globalization is already here,
and it is a tremendousforce to fight becauseof the high degree of economic integration that currently exists and the huge difficulties that any
government would encounter when trying to reversethis integration. To
really succeedin protecting the environment, environmentalists must not
struggle against increasedtrade but rather they should capitalise on it.
In order to take advantageof globalization to achievea greenerworld,
the environmental as well as the economic benefits of freer trade must be
realized, but it is equally important to minimize the environmental costs
as much as possible. Many environmental problems are global in nature
and can only be solved by taking a global approach.Climate change,biO"diversity loss and mismanagementof aquatic resourcesare all problems
that do not know any political boundaries and the effects of which are
often experiencedfar from their root causes.Economic and environmen25. Green Party of Canada. "The Green Party of Canada Election 2000 Platform."
<http://www.green.ca/englishielection-platform_2000.shtml>
(Retrieved 12 January 2001).
26. World Trade Organization. "Highlights of International Trade.. Online document.
<http://www.wto.org/english/news_el.presOO_el'pr200_e.htm> (Retrieved 12 January 2001).
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tal integration must take place so that while barriers to trade are being dismantled and a global economy established,barriersto global environmental protection are also being dismantled and a global environment established. The global economy dependson the global environment and those
who believe that they can have the former without the latter are as mistaken as thosewho believe that they can simply ignore the impact of globalization.
A New Environmental Organization
Maximizing the environmental benefits of freer trade in terms of
more environmentally efficient production and development to alleviate
poverty can be accomplishedby promoting freer trade, whereasthe task
of minimizing the costs is more challenging. The environmental externalities that are for the most part being left outside of the domain of the current international trading systemand its overseer,the WTO, must be internalized so that the environmental costs and benefits of production and
consumption can be realized. Alpay points out that the international market can "transmit and enlarge environmental protection acrosscountries"
and then goeson to concludethat "trade is not always a threat for the environment."27While there is significant evidence that trade is not always a
threat to the environment and that it can actually improve it, the reality is
that the sovereign-statessystem does not have the capacity to coordinate
solutions to global environmental problems that require action by all (or
at least most) of the world's countries.28When considering the environment, trade liberalization is not bad in itself, but it is bad by itself.
So if protectionism is not the answer to the environmental problems
of trade, then the solution must be to improve environmental rules and the
frnrnework within which they exist as part of a global approach.William
Dymond (Executive Director for the Centre for Trade Policy and Law in
Ottawa) has acknowledged that international environmental protection is
weak, but he then statesthat: "The right answer is to strengthenthe capacity to implement the rules. The wrong answer is to hobble global economic integration.,,29But if the WTO continues to take the position that it is
not an environmental agency because"its membersdo not want it to intervene in national or international environmental policies or to set environmental standards,"3othen where should the policies, which are intended
27. Savas Alpay, "Does trade always hann the global environment? A case for positive inter.
action," ~rord Economic Papers 52 (2000), 275.
28. Matthew Patterson, "Car Culture and Global Environmental Politics," Review of
International Studies 26(2) (2000), 254.
29. William Dymond, "The Critics Have il Wrong," Globe and IWail, 6 December 2000, A15.
30. World Trade Organization. "Beyond the Agreements: The Environment-A New High
Profile." Online document. <http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/bey4e.htm> (Retrieved 25 January 2001).
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31."Why Greens Should Love Trade," The Economi.5f (October 9th-15th, 1999), 18.
32. Jan S. Hogendom, Economic Development. 3rd ed. (New York: Harper Collins College
Publi~hers I"" 1996),593.
33. Frederick H. Buttel, .World Society, The Nation State, and Environmental Protection:
Comment on Frank, Hironaka and Schofer,. AmeriL'an Sociological Review 65 (February,

2000), 120.
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V. CONCLUSIONS: A GLOBAL ECONOMY AND GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

Globalization and the current push for freer trade that helps drive it
is changing the world in profound ways that will have significant consequences for the environment. This change comes at an incredible scale
and scope and its effects on the environment are immeasurable.Fighting
this changeby attempting to turn back the clock to a time when a protectionist approach could have been feasible is not the answer and will not
solve the problems facedtoday by the global environment. But to promote
freer trade without accounting for the environment is to gamble with the
future of the planet. Freer trade must continue as part, but only part, of an
effort to bring the planet closer together and to erase the borders that
humans have drawn to separatepeople from one another. But along with
economic integration, environmental integration must take place to provide common solutions to environmental problems. Global governance
on any issueis undoubtedly a daunting task. but everybody everywhere in
the world has a vested interest in an issueas important a sustainablefuture
and the survival of the planet.
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